
10 steps of the UEG 
repair process

From Receipt to Return



#1 Receipt of device

 Device is delivered to UEG’s shipping department

 Device is sorted and unpacked 

 Devices include 

 cameras 

 lenses 

 MP3s

 tablets and 

 smartphones



#2 Distribution 

 Device is sent to the UEG distribution team

 Device is processed and entered into Flex system as an open order

 A unique order number is assigned to the device



#3 Assignment

 Device is assigned to a repair technician

 Technician assignment is noted in Flex



#4 Repair

 Device undergoes initial diagnosis 

 Device is repaired, usually within one business day or less

 If parts need to be ordered, device is put on hold

 Flex is updated with repair notes



#5 Quality check

 The device receives a quality check (QC)

 When the device passes QC, it is sent to the next phase

 If the device fails QC, it is sent back to the technician for a re-repair

 Each QC step is noted in Flex



#6 Invoiced out

 Once the repair has been completed successfully and is in process for return 
shipment, it is invoiced out of Flex 



#7 Prepare for shipment

 The repaired device is prepared for shipment by the UEG shipping team

 Careful handling and sturdy packaging are used to ensure no damage is 
sustained during the return shipment



#8 Shipping 

 Tracking number is assigned

 Insurance is purchased

 Repaired device is returned to the customer using a recognized carrier, such 
as USPS or UPS



#9 Communication

 Once the device has been shipped, the UEG customer service team emails the 
customer a 

 tracking number

 customer-satisfaction survey



#10 Order Status

 Throughout the repair process, the customer may track the progress of 
his/her repair via UEGs online order status feature, accessible via our 
website: http://www.uegorderstatus.com/

http://www.uegorderstatus.com/
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